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1. Introduction. In [9] B. N. Sadovskii introduced the concept of

condensing function for functions defined on subsets of a Banach

space and obtained thereby a generalization of the Schauder fixed

point theorem [lO]. In this note we extend Sadovskii's definition to

apply to multifunctions defined on subsets of locally convex spaces.

We then obtain a single fixed point theorem which contains the

theorems of Sadovskii [9], Tychonoff [ll], and Fan [4], and part of

a theorem of F. E. Browder [3].

In §2 we define and develop the condensing concept and prove our

main theorem—a fixed point theorem for condensing multifunctions

with closed graph, convex values, complete and convex domain, and

bounded range. In §3 we give another approach to the same problem

by defining condensing in terms of the hyperspace uniformity. It is

shown that this approach reduces to that of §2, if we restrict our

attention to compact valued multifunctions. In §4 we replace the

closed graph hypothesis (which is implied by upper semicontinuity

under our conditions) by lower semicontinuity.

Most of the terminology is standard. But to be specific, recall that

a multifunction F :X—>F is a function which assigns to each point x

of X a nonempty subset F(x) of Y. Equivalently, F is a subset of

XX Y whose domain ( = F~l(F)) is X. Depending on one's point of

view the set {(x, y)|y£P(x)} is called either the graph of F, or,

simply, F. If QC-^, then P(fl) = U {P(x)(x£fi|. A submultifunction

G: A—>F of F is a multifunction from 12 to Y such that G(x)CP(x)

for all x£fl.

A fixed point of a multifunction F is any point x such that x£ P(x).

Clearly any fixed point of a submultifunction of F is a fixed point of F.

2. Condensing multifunctions. Let E be a locally convex linear

topological space (briefly, locally convex space) and let 03 be a basis of

neighborhoods of 0 composed of convex sets. If fi££, define Q(Q) to

be the collection of all BE® such that 5+5DQ for some precompact

subset S of E. The set (2(12) is a measure of the precompactness of 12.
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I.e., the larger Q(Q) is, the more nearly is A precompact. In fact

we have:

Proposition 1. A is precompact iff Q(Q,) =03.

Proof. The "only if" part is trivial. On the other hand, suppose

@(A)=(B and let J5£(B. Choose VE® such that V+VEB and let

S he a precompact set such that S+ FDA. Then there exists a finite

set P such that F+VDS. Hence F+BDF+V+VDS+VDU. It
follows that A is precompact.

Proposition 2. Let co A be the convex hull of A. Then Q(co A) = G;(A).

Proof. It is clearly sufficient to prove Q(co A)Z)£?(A). So let

B E (?(A), and let 5 be a precompact set such that S+B DA. Then co 5

is also precompact. Moreover, co S-f-PDco A, since co S+B is convex

and co 5+PDA. Hence PG<2(co A).

Definition. Let T be a subset of the locally convex space P. A

multifunction P: P—>P is condensing iff for some choice of basis (B of

convex neighborhoods of 0, we have Q(F(ti))-^Q(Q) for every bounded

but not precompact subset A of P.

The sense of the above definition is that condensing multifunctions

take bounded but not precompact sets to sets which are more nearly

precompact. It is not difficult to prove that if P is a Banach space

and if 03 is the collection of spherical neighborhoods of 0, then this

definition of condensing is implied by Sadovskii's.

If P is a locally convex space and TEE, then it is evident that a

multifunction P is condensing when either (i) P is compact, or (ii) F

takes bounded sets to precompact sets. It follows that Theorem 1

below contains the fixed point theorems of Fan [4], Schauder [10],

and Tychonoff [ll]. If Pis a function, then (ii) plus continuity is the

definition of complete continuity of P. It is thus tempting to define

complete continuity of a multifunction F to mean that P satisfies

(ii) and some continuity condition. However, Browder [3] has already

defined this concept in a manner which is more general in one way and

more restrictive in another. His definition allows him to obtain an

improved version of Corollary 2 below (with, however, the restriction

that P = P).

Lemma 1. Let X be a topological space, and let F:X—>X be a multi-

function with closed graph. If there is a nonempty subset A of X such

that A is compact and F(A)EA, then there exists a nonempty, closed,

and compact subset K of X such that F(K)~2>K.
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Proof. Let G — FC\(AXA). Then G is closed and compact,

and G~l(A) is a closed subset of A containing A. Hence, dom G

= G~1(A)=A. I.e., G is a multifunction from the compact set A to

itself. By [l, p. 113, Theorem 8] there is a nonempty, closed, and

compact set K such that G(K)=K. Clearly, F(K)Z)K.

Theorem 1. Let Tbea nonempty complete convex subset of a separated

locally convex space E, and let F: T-^T be a condensing multifunction

with convex values, closed graph, and bounded range. Then F has a

fixed point.

Remark. Theorem 1 remains true for nonseparated E if we add

the assumption that T is closed. No essential change in the proof is

necessary. This is so because the same remark applies to Fan's fixed

point theorem. To prove this version of Fan's theorem, use the cus-

tomary replacement of a nonseparated locally convex space by a

separated one.

Proof of Theorem 1. By hypothesis, F(T) is bounded. Let 12 be

the closed convex hull of F(T). Then P(12)£12, and 12 is bounded,

complete, and convex. We will prove that F has a fixed point in 12 by

an argument which parallels Sadovskii's.

First apply Lemma 1 to find a nonempty compact subset K of 12

such that F(K) Z)K. To do this we need A £12 such that A is compact

andP(^)£4.Letx£12, andlet.4= {x}UP(x)UP2(x)W • • -.Then

A is bounded, and A = {x}UP(^4). Hence, by the condensing prop-

erty, A is precompact. But A £12 and hence A is compact. Trivially

F(A)QA.
Now define a transfinite sequence of convex sets 12a by 120 = fi, and

Qa = co P(12„_i),    if a is not a limit ordinal,

= ("I jfi/31 B < a},    if a is a limit ordinal.

It is easily verified that each of the following assertions is true

for all a:

(i) 12« is a convex subset of 12,

(ii) P(12a)£12«,
(iii) i££12a and hence 12„?^0.

Since the sequence (12a) is nonincreasing and hence eventually con-

stant, there exists y such that co F(12r) =127+1=127. Then

Q(F(Qy)) = Q(co F(Q7)) = Q(Qy),

so that, by the condensing property, 12r is precompact, and 07 is a

compact convex subset of 12.
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Let G = Fr\(QyXdy). By the argument in the first part of the proof

of the lemma, G is a multifunction from 07 to 0T. Moreover G has

convex values and compact graph. It follows easily that G~1(C) is

closed for each closed subset C of 07, i.e., G is upper semicontinuous.

By Fan's fixed point theorem, G has a fixed point. This point is also

a fixed point of P.

Remark. The following corollaries are partial generalizations of

Theorem 3 in Browder [3]. He assumes a stronger complete con-

tinuity condition in order to allow a much weaker boundedness condi-

tion on F(T) (namely that Fn(T) be bounded for some ra^l).

Corollary 1. Let T be a nonempty complete convex subset of a

separated locally convex space, and let F: T—>T be a multifunction with

bounded range. Also, suppose that, for each bounded subset A of T,

there exists a condensing submultifunction G:A—>P of F with closed

graph and convex values. Then F has a fixed point.

Proof. Let A be the closed convex hull of F(T). Then A is bounded,

convex, and complete. Let G: A—»P be as in the hypotheses. Then

G(A)£F(A)CP(P)CA. So G has a fixed point by Theorem 1.

Corollary 2. Let T be a nonempty complete convex subset of a sep-

arated locally convex linear space, and let F: T^>T be a multifunction

with convex values, closed graph, and bounded range. Moreover, suppose

that, for each bounded subset A of T, there exists a precompact subset K

of T such that FC\(p,XK) is a multifunction from A to K. Then F has a

fixed point.

Proof. Let A be a bounded set and K a precompact set such that

FP\(AXP) is a multifunction from A to K. Then

G = -FPi (QXcoP):Q->7'

has closed graph and convex values. So apply Corollary 1.

3. Condensing functions into hyperspaces. Let P be a locally

convex linear space and denote by C(P) the set of all nonempty

closed compact subsets of P. Let 03 be a basis of convex neighborhoods

of 0, and give <3(P) the uniform structure which has as basis the collec-

tion of all sets of the form

B = {(M, N) E C(P) X 6(P) | M C N + B   and   N E M + B},

where BE<$>- This uniform structure is the subspace structure on

C(P) inherited from the hyperspace uniform structure on the set

2E of nonempty closed subsets of P. (The latter uniform structure is
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assumed to be induced by the natural uniform structure on E in the

usual way. See [2, p. 206] or [6].)

The results of §2 suggest that we measure the precompactness of a

subset W of Q(E) by the set Qh(VP) of all S£03 such that 5(S)D"W
for some precompact subset S of Q(E). As in §2, V? is precompact

iff Qh(V?)=Gs.

Now let TEE and let F:T^E be a multifunction with closed

compact values. We may regard Pas a function Fh: T—>Q(E). Define

F to be h-condensing iff there exists a basis (B of convex neighborhoods

of 0 such that Qh(Fh(^l))'^Q(Q) for every bounded but not precom-

pact subset 12 of T. An example of such a multifunction is any

F:T—>E which has closed compact values and for which the cor-

responding function Fh: T—>G(E) takes bounded subsets of E to pre-

compact subsets of G(E). It develops that ^-condensing implies con-

densing. However, we can use Q(E) to define a condensing concept

weaker than ^-condensing, but sometimes equivalent to condensing

in the sense of §2.

Let 03 be a basis of convex neighborhoods of 0. Then the collection

of all sets of the form

BT = {(M, N) E G(E) X e(E) \N EM + B},

with P£03, forms the basis of a quasi-uniform (i.e., nonsymmetric)

uniform structure on Q(E). This structure is coarser than the hyper-

space uniform structure, since BE&r for all S£G3. For each subset

W of e(£), define Qr(V?) to be the set of all P£(B such that Pr(S)D*vv>

for some precompact subset S of <3(E). (Here the precompactness of S

is defined in terms of the hyperspace uniform structure.) Then a

multifunction F:T—>E is r-condensing iff there exists a basis 03 of

convex neighborhoods of 0 such that Qr(Fh(Q,))^Q(Q,) for every

bounded but not precompact subset 12 of T.

Proposition 3. Let 03 be a basis of convex neighborhoods of 0, and let

WCe(£). Then Q(U'W)DQr(V?)DQh(W). Furthermore, if E is com-
plete, then Q(Uv?)=Qr(V?).

Proof. Trivially Qr(VP)DQh(V?). So let BEQAW), and let S be a
precompact subset of &(E) such that .§,(§0^. It is easily shown

that 5 = US is precompact. Furthermore 5+5DUw. For let iV£W.

Then there exists Af£S such that (M, N)EBr. Hence NEM+B

EUS+B = S+B.
If E is complete, let 5£(2(U'W). Then there is a precompact set 5

such that S+BDUv?. LetS= {s}. Since SEe(E), it is sufficient to
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prove  WCPv(S).   So  let  AGW.   Then S+BDS+BDN,  and so

NEBr(S).

Theorem 2. Let F: T—>E have closed compact values. Among the fol-

lowing statements we have the logical relationship (i)=>(ii)=»(iii):

(i) P is h-condensing;

(ii) F is r-condensing;

(iii) P is condensing.

If E is complete, then also (iii)=>(ii).

Proof. Let ACP By Proposition 3, we have Q(F(tt)) =Q(liFh(Q))

DQr(Fh(Q))DQk(Fh(Q)), and Q(F(Q)) = QT(Fk(Q)) if E is complete.
Theorem 2 then follows immediately.

As a consequence of this theorem and Theorem 1 we obtain the

following.

Corollary 1. Let T be a nonempty complete convex subset of a sep-

arated locally convex space E, and let F: T-^T be a multifunction which

has compact convex values, closed graph, and bounded range, and which

is either h-condensing or r-condensing. Then F has a fixed point.

4. Lower semicontinuous multifunctions. Recall that a multi-

function F:X-^Y is lower semicontinuous (l.s.c.) iff F~X(U) is open

for every open subset U of Y. It is well known, and easy to see, that

this definition of continuity for a multifunction is different from

upper semicontinuity (u.s.c), which is defined by the requirement

that F~1(B) be closed for each closed subset B of Y. If Y is regular,

F has closed values, and P is u.s.c, then F has closed graph. (See

[5, p. 175].) Hence the results of §§2 and 3 are valid for upper semi-

continuous multifunctions. We now turn to the l.s.c. case.

Lemma 2. Let X be a metric space, and let F:X-+X be a l.s.c. multi-

function with complete values. If there is a nonempty subset A of X such

that A is compact and F(A)EA, then there exists a nonempty, closed,

and compact set K such that F(K)Z)K.

Proof. By Theorem 1.1 of [7 ] there exists a multifunction G: X—>X

such that G(x)EF(x) for all xEX, G has compact values, and G is

u.s.c. As remarked above, G has closed graph. Thus Lemma 2 follows

from Lemma 1, since F(K) Z)G(K) for all K.

Theorem 3. Let T be a nonempty complete convex subset of a locally

convex space, and let F: T^>T be a l.s.c. multifunction with closed convex

values. Then F has a fixed point if either of the following conditions

is satisfied:
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(i) T is compact and metrizable;

(ii) the subspace uniformity on T is metrizable, and F is condensing

and has bounded range.

Proof. Assume (i). Then, by Theorem 1.2 of [8], there exists a

continuous function /: T^>T such that f(x) £ F(x) for all x£P. But

by Tychonoff's fixed point theorem / has a fixed point, which is also

a fixed point of P.

Assume (ii). Proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1, until the set AY

such that AY+i = A7 is obtained. By [5, Corollary 2a, p. 176] we have

F(07)C[F(AT)]-cnT. Hence apply case (i) to PP\(0YXOY): {%-&,.

This is possible since it follows from the inclusion F(07)C [P(AT)]~

and another application of [5, Corollary 2a, p. 176] that PP\(0TX07)

is l.s.c.

Since this manuscript was prepared the authors have become aware

of the following related paper: J. Danes, Some fixed point theorems,

Comment. Math. Univ. Carolinas 9 (1968), 223-235. Moreover, the

referee has pointed out to us the following: E. A. Lifsic and B. N.

Sadovskii, A fixed point theorem for generalized condensing operators,

Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR 183 (1968), 278-279 (Russian).
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